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Some Results on the Intermediate Logics
By

Hiroakira ONO

In ClOj, we developed the method of Kripke models and gave some
applications of it to the study of the intermediate logics.

We found that

the use of Kripke models is very efficient, since in many cases the
algebraic structure of Kripke models reflects well the properties of the
logics characterized by them.

In dll]], we proved that a certain relation

holds between the logics characterized by some Kripke models and the
logics having the finite model property.

As we stated in the correction

at the end of CllH, the original proof contained an error. So, we emphasize here that the following problem remains open: Has any intermediate
logic a characteristic Kripke model?
In this paper, we will proceed in the same direction as Hi OH anc*
Ell].
At present, we have at hand many particular intermediate logics.
But we have very little knowledge about the general properties common
to many logics.

For instance, though many logics having the disjunction

property have been known, we don't know what conditions make a logic
have the disjunction property.

We think that the central aim of the

study of intermedate logics is to construct the theory about the general
properties of them. The notion of the slice introduced by Hosoi Q4] gave
us the first clue to our purpose.

We will introduce in §1 other classifi-

cations of intermediate logics.

In §2, we will characterize them by

Kripke models, just as the slice was characterized by the height of
Kripke models in [110].

In §3, we will investigate about the disjunction

property in connection with these classifications.
with the terminologies and the notions of ^10].
Received October 25, 1971.

We assume familiarity
In ^10], we consider a
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pseudo-Boolean model not only as a lattice itself but also as the set of
formulas characterized by it.

To draw a clear distinction between them,

we say an element of a pseudo-Boolean algebra as a value in this paper.
We wish to thank Prof. T. Hcsoi for his fruitful discussions and
Prof. S. Takasu for his advice.

§ 1.

Classifications of the Intermediate Logics

In this section, we will introduce two classifications {Fn\ 0<Jra<Ja>}
and {&mn ; 2 <J m <; a) and 1 <i n <J a)} . They have a close connection
with the slice, as shown in the following.
Definition 1.1 (ONO [10], Definition 4.5).

R2n (0<><» are

pseudo- Boolean models defined as

R2n=Si^ SI

for

Here we restate the main theorem of
Theorem 1.2 (Hosoi-ONO [6]).
1) Rzn^-Rzm if n > m,
2) for each logic L in ^^

there is n such that

Now using the above theorem, we define a classification of intermediate logics similarly as the definition of the slice.

Definition 1.3. 3rn={L\ L + P^^R^} for 0<,n<^a), where P2
is the formula ((p2 D (((pi Dpo) ^pi) ^>pi)) ^2
We can verify that for any intermediate logic i,

1) there exists a

unique n such that L€«^" w , by Theorem 1.2 and 2) L^^~Q if and only
if L^)(^LK.

It may be expected that ^\ = {Sn\ l^n^o)}. But as we

show later, this is not the case.

Now we show that each ^n

greatest element and the least element.
A = B.

Let En be the formula

has the

We write (A ^ B) A (B D A) as
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fo:

A (->;><= Y#)2 \/ Pi
Clearly, LJ+Bm3Bn if m<,n.

Theorem 1.4. For 0<n,<o), &"„ has the greatest element R2n
the least element LJ+Bn. ZTW has the greatest element R2ca(
and the least element LJ.
Proof.

Clearly, R2n (ra>0) is the greatest element of 3~n and LJ

is the least element of &"m. So it suffices to prove that for 0<ra<a),
First, we note that RZ(n+^= Si | S?+1

LJ+Bn is the least element of fn.

and that each value of 5f + 1 is of the form (xi, • • - , xn+i\ where X{
G {0, 1} for any i<^n + l.

Define a function / from 5f + 1 to the power

set of {1, 2, . - - , n + 1} by

/(Oi, - . . , xn+ly) = {k\ xk = l}.
Now we define a formula E(a) for any value a in ^20+ 1) by
^(/O p)

E(a) = { VP*

if a=l,

^ a ^ 5 f + 1 and o = 0,
if

where 1 (or 0) denotes the greatest (or the least) value of ^(w+i). Let
Cw be the formula A (~\pi= V PJ)-

Th

en 5W is Cn^E(2\

denotes the greatest value of the subset 5f + 1 of R2(n+iy
expression (by values of /?2(n+i))

an

where 2

We define an

d a function F from the set of all

expressions to the set of formulas as follows: For any value a in R2(n+i^
a is an expression and F(a) = E(a).

If both ei and e2 are expression,

then ei\J e2, eif\e2, ei^)e2 and e{ are expressions (where \J, /°\, ^) and
' denote lattice operations), and F(el\Je2) = F(ei) V-F(e z ),

F(eif\e2)

= F(ei)/\F(e2\ F(e1^e2) = F(el)^F(e2) and F(cO = ~i^(ci). Now we
have the following lemma.
Lemma 1.5. For any expression e, Cn~^(F(e)^=E(e))

is provable in
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the intuitionistic logic LJ.

(Note that each expression denotes a value of

-R2(w+l)0

Now, we prove Theorem 1.4 by using the above lemma.

First we

remark that LJ+Bn^^n^ since Bn£RZn and Bn^R2(n+i^ Let L be
any logic in &~n such that Bn £ L. Let A be any formula in LK but not
in R 2 ( M+ i). Then it can be easily verified that there exists an assignment
g of R2(n+i) such that g(A) = 2.

Let p^ • •-, pm be all the propositional

variables appearing in A and let g(pi) = ai for each i<^m.

We write e

for the expression obtained from A by replacing each pf by ai for any
i<^m and each logical connective by the corresponding lattice operation.
Clearly, e = g(A) = 2.

So, by Lemma 1.5 Cn^(F(e^E(2))

Hence F(e)^(Cn^E(2})

or equivalently F(e)^)Bn is also in LJ.

F(e) is a substitution instance of A, so if A^L
Bn€L.

This contradicts the hypothesis.

arbitrarily, it follows that L(^R2(n+i^
which contradicts that L€&~n.
for any L€^n.

is in LJ.
Since

then F(e)€.L and hence

Thus A<£L.

Since ^( is taken

But this implies L + P2(^_R2(n+i^

Thus 5W must be in L.

Hence LJ+Bn

Now, our proof of Theorem 1.4 is completed.

Definition 1.6. ^mn^^mf^^n for 2<j7n-<jo) and
Corollary 1.7. For 2 <J T?X <^ ft) and 1 <J TJ <J ft), ^OTW /2fl5 ^^ greatest
element Sm/r\R2n and the least element LJ+Pm + Bn, where both Pm and
Ba denote the formula jOp

for the sake of brevity.

Now, we give some examples.

£&<»<»•

1)

Any logic of the form A(L) (see Hosoi Q5J) is in &~m, since

2)

Let L be the logic introduced by Jankov Q7]. Then L is in

According to his result, there exist uncountably many logics Lf

such that LJ(^Lf(^L.
3)

Thus ^^

has uncountably many elements.

A pseudo-Boolean model Rmn

defined in ClOj is in &mn for

2<s77i<a) and l^^^ft), and D«_i( I^d A -R»» ) is in ^«D»« As we have
?W<fl>

shown in Theorem 4.10 of QlO], f\Rmn is the least element of ^m.
«<eo

we conjectured that f\ Rmn might be the least element of &"n. But

So,
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W<(B

In general, we can prove that f\Rmn"^C^Dn.i^.LJ+Bn

for I<.n<a).

W<0>

Define a pseudo-Boolean model Un by

UH=SI t s; t s;
Then it is easy to see that BneUH

for
but Dn-i^Un (see §2). Thus

Definition 1.8. Aw intermediate logic L is said to be a predecessor
of a logic L' if L(^L'. A predecessor L of L' is said to be immediate if
L^_L' and there are no logics between L and Lf.
We write L^Lf if L is an immediate predecessor of L' . By the
following theorem, we can see that the introduction of the classification
Rmn is suitable.
Theorem 1.9. Let L£&mn (T/I, n<a)). Then the immediate predecessors of L not in ®mn are L/ n \lZ (OT+1)1 (6^( m+ i)») and Lf\R2(n+i)

Proof. We first show that if L'(^L and L'£&m then
L (^L[\R(m+l}l. Suppose that L'e<$V for rnf>m. Then L'^X^L' f\Rm^
^L'f\R(m+i)i(^Lf\R(m+i)i.
We next show that Lf\R(m+l}i is really
an immediate predecessor of L. Suppose that Lf\R(jn+i)i(^L"<^L.
If
L"£&m, L"^X^Lf\R(m+i)i as we have proved in the above. If L" ^.^m
then
f

Lff^^Lff\J(LJ+Pm)^(Lr\R(m+l^\J(LJ+
So, L"^)<^L. Thus Z/°\iZ (mr i)i<^Z,. We can prove similarly that
Lf\R2(n+i) is the only immediate predecessor of L not in &"„.
We remark here about Hosoi's theorem on the immediate predecessors
of Sn( ^>C^jR w i) (unpublished). He showed that for any n<a), if L'<^Sn
then

either

L^C^ + OC^ A*c».+i)i

or

Lf^(^Sn[\R22

or
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§2.

Characterization by Kripke Models

In this section, we will give a characterization &~n*s by using Kripke
models. As a corollary, we can show that the logic LJ+Bn has the
finite model property for each n.
We first cite a theorem in Ono [10], which gives a characterization
of the slice.
Definition 2.IB Let M be any Kripke model. Define h(M} by the
maximal length of strictly ascending sequences in M, if there is. Otherwise^ let h(M) = a).
Theorem 2.2 (ONO [10]).

Let M be any Kripke model.

Then

for any n<,a), h(M) = n if and only if
Now, we investigate a characterization of ^Vs. It suffices to consider the case n^l, since &~Q = &'I. However, we have no way to take
the logics in ^ into consideration (cf. Theorem 2.4).
Let M be a Kripke model. An element a in M is said to be maximal
in M if a<zb implies b = a for any b£M. Define a<^6 if a<b and if
a < c < J 6 implies c = b for any cEM. We set I(a) = {b\ a<^6}. Let 6,
c6/(a). We define
b^c if there is d£.M such that b<d and c<c?,
and define
b=c if there are 61, • • - , bm OftJ>l) in /(a) such that 61 = 6, bm = c
and bi~^bi+i for 1 < i < m.
Clearly, = is an equivalence relation over /(a). We remark here that
if h(M} is finite then /(a) is nonempty for any non-maximal element a
in M.
Next we define a function w* only for Kripke models whose height
are finite and are greater than 1, since we don't consider the logics in

Definition 2.3. Let M be a Kripke model such that
First we define a mapping c from non-maximal elements of M to
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{n> 1 22= n<zO)} by
c(a) = min{o), the cardinality of the quotient set I (a)/—}.
We set w*(M):=sup{c(a); a is not maximal in M}.

By the assumption

on the height of M, w*(M) can be always defined.
Theorem 2.4. L^ M be a Kripke model such that

l<h(M)<o).

Then for any n<;(j), w*(M) = n if and only if
Proof.

In the rest of this section, we write R2k for the Kripke

model Si | SJ (not the pseudo-Boolean model)
«;*CM) = 7&. We will show that L(M)(^L(R2n)

(cf. Ono [10]). Let

and that

LJ+Bn<^L(M)

only when n<a). We first prove that L(M)(^L(R2c^
^or any non"
maximal element a EM. Let Ma be the Kripke model {&EM;a<;&}.
Then it is obvious that Z,(M)d.L(Ma).

Let (7 be the cardinality of

/(«)/=. Define a Kripke model JV by {a}\J{bp; p<<7} (with the ordering
^ of M), where each bp is the representative of each equivalence class of
/(a). Now, we prove that L(N)^)(^L(R2c(a^).
since

ff=c(a).

Let (T>dO.

When (7<Ja), it is trivial

One can verify that i(j/V)C]L(J? 2c ( a )) and

But L(R2c(a)) (^C^C^o,)) is the least element in ^2, so
It remains to verify that L(Ma}(^L(N}.
Define a
function / from Mfl to JV" by
if d = a,

if there is b such that b^bp and b<^d.
Then we can show that /

is well-defined and that f

of Ma into TV. Thus L(Ma)(^L(N}
L(M)(^L(R2c(a)).

by Theorem 2.11 of [10].

Thus L(M)(^.f\L(R2c(a^(^l(R2n),

Then W(Bn,b)-=f

where a runs

Next, suppose that Bn is not

for some M- valuation W and

Let a be a maximal element in the set {6; W(E^ b)=f}.
is finite, there exists such an a.

Hence

a

over all the non-maximal elements in M.
valid in M.

is an embedding

Since

We remark that a is not maximal in

M. Now, for any 0<^i<,n, W(—}pi=\/ph a) = t and W(pi,a)=f.

So

j*£i

it is easy to verify that for any i <J n there is bi^M

such that
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1) W(pi, bi} = t and a<6, and 2) b^bj if i=fcj. Moreover, we can
show that a<^6/ for each j, by the maximality of a. We can prove by
using again the maximality of a that if b 6 I (a) and 6 = 6; then

Iy

otherwise.

So we can infer that if i=^j then 6z-^6y. Thus c(a)I>7i+l. But this
leads to a contradiction. Hence Bn€L(M).
Thus we have that if
w*(M) = n then L(M}G.&'n.
Conversely, suppose that L(M}£3Tn and
u;*(Af) = 7?i. Then L(M)€J~m. So, JH = TI.
We will next show that the logic LJ+Bn has the finite model
property for each 1 <I n < a). As a corollary, we will show in the next
section that LJ+ Bn has the disjunction property for each 2<^
Lemma 2.5. L0f L be any intermediate logic such that a formula
Ai is not in L for any i € /. Then there is a Kripke model M and an
M-valuation W such that for any A^L, A is valid in (M, W} but no
AiS are valid in it.
Proof. Let P be the Lindenbaum algebra of L. We write [B] for
the element of P which represents the equivalence class of the formula
B. Define an assignment / of P by f(p) = [p] for any prepositional
variable p. Then we can verify that for any formula B f(B) = l if and
only if B€L. Now, our lemma is immediate from Theorem 1.2 in Ono
[10].
Theorem 2.6. Let {M&; &<o)} be an enumeration of all the finite
Kripke models M such that w*(M)<^n.
Then

Thus LJ+ Bn has the finite model property for each n<.a).
Proof.

We use the method due to Segerberg Q12] and Gabbay
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Let A be any formula not in LJ+ Bn.

Then by Lemma 2.5, there is a

Kripke model M and an M-valuation
instance of Bk (k^n)
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W such that each

substitution

is valid in (M, W} but A is not valid in it.

Let

KQ be the set of all subformulas of A, and K be the closure of KQ under
the connectives of negation, conjunction and implication.

Define = by

the condition that for each a, b 6 M

a=b if and only if W(B, a) = W(E, b) for any BeK.
=

is an equivalence relation and the quotient set M/=

is finite, as

proved in [_2~]. We write [_a7\ for the equivalence class which contains a
for any a EM. Define a partial ordering <J* over M/= by [aI]^*K]
if and only if W(B, a) = t implies W(B, b) = t for any BeK.
Of course, <I* is well-defined.

Now, we write N for this Kripke

model. It can be proved similarly as in \J2T\ that A £ L(N).
We will
show w*(N)<Ln. Suppose w*(N} = m>n. Since N is finite, n must be
also finite. Then c([V]) = 77i for some \jT\ in N.

Let QaJ, • ••, [jzj

be

distinct elements in J([V]) such that each Qaf] is the representative of
each equivalence class by ~.

We define a subset Hi of N by

Suppose E^H = CaiH and CCJ ^ ^i- Since CdH^S*!!^ there exists a
formula BLc^Ld^ in jST such that W(BLc-^Ld^ d) = t but W^B^c^^ c)=/.
Define C=

/\ -SccDCrfn-

clefl'i

Then C^

is in ^.

Define a formula D,- by
~

^ where the disjunction is taken for all [_d~] in /(Ha]) such

d
that CdU = [a/]. Remark that each />,- may not be in X". Then we can
prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.7.

Let

b^>a.

Then

W(Di9V) = t

and M^*[ZT]/br some [c]e/(M).
Using Lemma 2.7, we can show that
m

m
/¥=/

-, a)-/.

if

and

only

if
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(Notice that for each i<^m, there is a formula Ei^K such that — \D{=Ei
is provable in LJ.) But this contradicts the assumption that each substitution instance of Bm_i is valid in (M, W\ since m — l^>n. Thus
w*(M) is not greater than n. Now it is clear that LJ+ Bn~^x^f\L(Mk).
k<<»

§3.

Di§ junction Property

It is well known that for any formula A^ B, if A V B €E LJ then
either A €E LJ or 5 G i/. But LK has not this property.
Definition 3.1.

A logic L is said to have the disjunction property

when for any formula A, B, if A V B G L then either A&L or B 6 L.
Many of intuitionistic mathematics have this property and it is
thought that this is one of the characteristic properties of the intuitionism.
So Lukasiewicz Q9] conjectured that LJ is the only intermediate logic
that has the disjunction property. But Kreisel-Putnam Q8] answered this
negatively.

Indeed, they showed that the logic

has the disjunction property. Recently, Gabbay-de Jongh £3] proved that
there is a strictly descending sequence of intermediate logics {Dm} such
that each Dm has the disjunction property and [\Dm~^)<^LJ. Anderson
»zO

p.] investigated also about a class of infinite number of the intermediate
logics (in &m(0), each of which has the disjunction property. As a
corollary of his result, we can show that the class of all the intermediate
logics having the disjunction property is not closed under the union (of
logics). Clearly, it is not closed under the intersection. At present, we
can't seize the general features of the logics having the disjunction
property. In this section, we will investigate about certain relations
between the classifications of logics and the disjunction property.
Theorem 3.2.
Proof.

LJ+Bn has the disjunction property if n'^>2.

Suppose that neither a formula A nor a formula B is in
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LJ+Bn. By Theorem 2.10 in Ono JJL(T] and Theorm 2.6, there are finite
Kripke models M and Mf of the form Si ^ N such that 1) A £ L(M) and
B£L(M'} and 2) w*(M), w*(M')<*n.
by JV= 5i t (M, M').
£L(N).

Now, define a Kripke model N

Then it is obvious that N is finite and AV B

Moreover, we have that w*(N) = max{2, w*(M\ w*(M')}<^,

since /i^2.

Thus A V 5 <£ LJ+ Bn by Theorem 2.6.

In contrast with this result, one can verify that no logics in &"i
have

the

disjunction

property,

since

L 6 &"\

if

and

only

if

Next, we will show that no logics in finite slices have the disjunction
property.

We must

make some preparations.

Hosoi introduced

the

J-projection in Definition 7.1 of Q4H and 1.8 of £5]. We define here
another operation, called the P -projection. As we see later, it has the
same effect as the A -projection.

For the definition of the P -projection,

we get a hint from Smorynski
Definition 3.3.

Let A be any formula

variable not appearing in A.

and p be a propositional

Then 7p(A)=p\/(p^)

A).

In the following we regard p as a variable not appearing in A,
whenever we write ? p(A).

Sometimes we omit the subscript p.

Let

joi, •••,p w , ••• be a list of propositional variables not appearing in a formula
A.

Define ¥n(A) by

and
for
Lemma 3.4.

LJ+Fn(A)^)^LJ+ An(A)

(rc^O) for any formula

A, where A\A) = A. (See [4].)
Proof.
1)
2)
where

First, we prove that for any formula B

P(B)-}A(B)€LJ

and

LJ+A(B}^P(B\
F(£)= p V(jO B} and A(B} = ((p~^ B}^p)^p.

It is easy to
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see that /O (((/O 5) D/0 2/0 €LJ and (p D B) } (((/, } 5) 3p)3p) £ LJ.
Thus F(B}^A(B}eLJ.
For 2),
LJ+A(B^((F(B^B}^F(B^F(B\
Since

(F(B}~^B}~^F(B}eLJ,

we have

£/+ J(5) 3 J(5).
n

prove by induction on ra that LJ-\-V\A)^ A (A).
that Fn(A)^An(A)€LJ.
that

it

holds

k+1

P

for

n = k.

Then

k+

A(7\A}}^> A \A) (EL/.

k+l

(A)^4(P (A»eLJ.

Thus P

n

that LJ+A (A)3P (A).
that it holds for n = k.

It suffices to prove

It is trivial that 7\A)^> A\A)£LJ.

k

n

Now, we

k+1

(A)^4

(A)eLJ.

Suppose
By 1),

We next show

It is trivial that LJ+ A\A^F\A).

Suppose

Then there are formulas 5l3 - . . 3 Bm such that each
#z

Bi is a substitution instance of Ak(A) and /\BOPk(A)€LJ.
Without
«=i
loss of generality, we may suppose that the variable pk+i does not appear
in any B{.

m

Then we have ^(B^F^A^eLJ.

k+l
^/\P(Bi) and hence LJ+/\A(Bi}^7k+l
(A\

k+

tution instance of A

m

By 2), LJ+/\A(Bi)

As each J(Bf-) is a substi-

k+l

\A\ we have i/+ A

(A^ Pk+l(A).

Definition 3.5. For any intermediate logic L, we write F(Z,) for the
logic obtained by adding axiom schemata V{A) for each A EL to the
intuitionistic logic LJ.

Define Fn(L) by F\L) = L and

for
Corollary 3.6. For any intermediate logic L, Vn(L}^)(^An(L)

for

Theorem 3.7. If an intermediate logic is in some finite slice, then
it has not the disjunction property.
Proof.

We first note that LJ+Pn = LJ+An(pQ^(^,LJ+Pn(po)

Lemma 3.4. Suppose that L^^m
property.

by

(m<(D) and L has the disjunction

m

Then 7 (pQ}^L and hence either pm^L or pm~3Pm~l(po) GL.

In the former case, we have a contradiction immediately.
w

1

is the case then F ~ (p 0 )6-£.

If the latter

But this contradicts the assumption that

Thus L has not the disjunction property.
Next, we extend the above discussion to more general cases.
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Theorem 3.8. An intermediate logic L has not the disjunction
property ^ if there is an intermediate logic U such that Lf(£L and
P*(i')AC£/+HpV -i-np)O for some
Proof.

n^l.

Suppose that L has the disjunction property.

We first prove

that L'f\(LJ+ —ijoV —\~~\p) <tL. Suppose otherwise. Then for each
formula A in U , AV^pV^-ip£L'f\(LJ+—]p\/--\—}p')(^L.
By the
assumption, either A € L or \p G L or i \p G L. But in the latter two
cases, we have a contradiction. Thus A^L.
Hence L'<^L. But this
contradicts the hypothesis. So, there must exist such ra(I>l) that
FW(Z/) A (£/+ HP V -r-i/OC L

and

Then for any AGL', ?n(A)\/—\p\/-^-\p<~L.
We have
n l
similarly as the above proof. Since pn<£L, pn~^>7 ~ {A)^.L and hence
Pn-l(A)€LL. Thus Fn~l(Lf}(^L.
But this leads to a contradiction. So,
L has not the disjunction property.
This result can cover many cases which we have already known, as
shown in the following.
Corollary 3.9. If an intermediate logic L satisfies one of the following conditions, then L has not the disjunction property.
1)

2)

L is not proper in &>„ (cf.

3)

There is an intermediate logic I! such that Lr <tL and
for some re>l.

We can verify that the F -projection is injective and that
if LG^O,.

By the above corollary and the remark of the example 3) in

§1, we can show that fflmttt contains uncountably many logics which have
not the disjunction property.
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